Statistics showed the econ- An FDIC report showed banks
ded 209,000McAlester
jobs last News-Capital
increased
lending last quarter.
08/22/2014
An economist from a
Analysts called this a new bubble
aning think tank called
created by the Fed, though it's
ort disappointing. Anothwhat any rational person would
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anonymous bloggers.
Long-term investors finished
Monday one day closer to their
goals.
Analysts expect the news to be
no different tomorrow.
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Average yielding packer cows sold
rom $125 to $131.
Low yielding packer cows sold from
118 to $123.
Sale every Tuesday, with stocker and
eeder cattle beginning at 10 a.m. Cows
nd bulls, Tuesday evening at 6.
The McAlester Union Stockyard is
pen seven days a week, 24 hours a day
o receive and care for your livestock
nvestment. Call 918-423-2834 for more
nformation.

Fall-calving season
begins ahead of schedule
Fall-calving
perature the week
season is here. In
before parturition
fact, the start of
in the “late” calvthe fall calving
ing group was 66
season often
degrees fahrenheit.
begins before
There was a 100%
some producers
survival rate for
expect it. The tarcalves in both
DAVID
get date for the
groups and both
CANTRELL
beginning of fall
groups of cows had
calving often is
very high re-breedSept. 1. Most
ing rates (90% and
printed gestation
92%, respectively).
tables predict
The average gesthat calving will
tation length for
take place 283
the “early” cows
days (some 285
was 6 days shorter
days) after artificial
(279 days) as cominsemination or natupared to the “late” cows
ral breeding. Cows and
(285 days) in year 1. The
heifers that gestate in hot
average gestation length
weather will often calve a
for the “early” cows was 4
few days earlier than
days shorter (278 days) as
expected.
compared to the “late”
Oklahoma State Univercows (282 days) in year 2.
sity physiologists studied
Keep in mind that the gesearly fall (August) and late tation lengths listed are
fall (October) calving
AVERAGE. This means
cows. Data from two sucthat about half of the
cessive years were comcows calved earlier than
bined for 60 Angus X Here- that. Producers with early
ford crossbred cows. The
fall-calving cows should
“early” and “late” fall
expect calves to start comcalving cows had been
ing several days ahead of
artificially inseminated in the “textbook gestation
early November or early
table” dates. They should
January, respectively.
begin their routine heifer
Semen from the same sire
and cow checks at least a
was used for all cows. All
week to 10 days ahead of
cows were exposed to a
the expected first calving
single cleanup bull for 35
date.
days at 4 days after the AI
season. The weather prior Source: Kastner, Wetteto calving was significant- mann, and co-workers.
2004 Oklahoma State Unily different for late pregversity Animal Science
nancy in the two groups.
Research Report
The average maximum
temperature the week
David Cantrell is the agribefore calving was 93
degrees fahrenheit. for the culture Extension educator
for Pittsburg County. Con“early” fall group. The
tact him at 918-423-4120.
average maximum tem-
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